Dear Ladies and Sirs, dear Synchrofriends,

Attached please find the invitation for the 28th German Open in Bonn
March 03th - 05th 2017

and contact for Information to cooperation Event
6th “Make Up For Ever” in Paris/Montreuil 09th – 12th 2017

We are pleased to offer the following services again:

♦ Shuttle service only from the Cologne/Bonn Airport to the Hotel or from Bonn Central Station and Siegburg/Bonn Station to the Hotel.

♦ We can also offer you billeting in the Hotel Ibis (just across the street to the Pool) or Hotel Aigner (3/5 minutes to go)
Prices per person/day are as follows:

**Hotel Ibis Full board (Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner-Water)**

- Single occupancy 120,00 €
- Double occupancy 96,00 €

**Hotel Aigner only Bed and Breakfast**

- Single occupancy 90,00 €
- Double occupancy 70,00 €
- Triple occupancy 60,00 €

September 2016
Payment:
After receiving your Final Accommodation Form (February 01st 2017) your Federation will receive a provisional invoice. The full amount has been send by bank transfer to the following account of the German Swimming Federation:

Kasseler Sparkasse
IBAN: DE54 5205 0353 0002 0650 69
SWIFT/BIC Code: HELADEF1KAS
Please indicate “3 Letter of your Nation code” as the reason of payment.

The German Swimming Federation and the French Swimming Federation are jointly hosting the “28th German Open” in Bonn and the “6th Open Make Up For Ever” in Paris.
We offer the Nations participating in both events the following:
A transport shuttle from Bonn (Frankenbad) to Paris (hotel) by bus on Monday March 06st. Departure will be at 9 am for the price of 67.00 € per person. If not enough participants register for this transport, we reserve the right to offer an alternative route. This could increase the transportation cost. It was determined that transport by plane will be more costly and will take the same amount of time, we therefore decided for the transport by bus which will also allow for additional resting time for the athletes.
Registration for this transport is essential, so plans can be made accordingly.
Application deadline: January 22nd 2017 (Preliminary Entry Form)

We would be very happy to welcome your Delegation to see again in Bonn and Paris.

With kind regards
Your Organizational Team

Udo Lehmann
Team-Manager
Synchronized Swimming
Germany

For Invitation and more information about “6th Open Make Up For Ever” in Paris/Montreuil please contact

Mr. Martin Papot Martin.papotgoanvic@ffnatation.fr